AT-A-GLANCE
BRANDS

HOTELS

COUNTRIES
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9

7

Offers guests service and style on their own terms—all while
creating seamless connection between contemporary design,
leading innovation and authentic local culture.

44

22

Canopy by Hilton is designed as a natural extension of the
neighborhood – with local design, food & drink, culture, guestdirected service, and comfortable spaces.

37

10

2

1

A global collection of upper upscale hotels and resorts handpicked to provide unexpected and authentic experiences to
passionate travelers.

133

34

Fast-growing, global collection of upscale hotels in gateway
cities, metropolitan areas and vacation destinations.

649

51

A portfolio of upscale, original hotels that offer unique style
for guests seeking a genuine connection to their destination.

90

12

Full service, upscale hotels offering two-room suites, free,
cooked-to-order breakfasts and complimentary evening
receptions with snacks and drinks.

261

5

The recognized and trusted host to the world and
global leader in hospitality.
Offers unforgettable experiences at iconic destinations
around the world.
A collection of independent luxury hotels and resorts
offering bespoke service and locally immersive experiences
to the discerning traveler.

An inspired, premier meetings and events-focused brand,
created for both meeting professionals and sophisticated
business travelers.

An elevated and approachable lifestyle brand offering
thoughtful design, efficient service and exciting partnerships.
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960

56

2,839

35

Spirited, simplified hotel experience grounded in value where
guests don’t have to compromise between a consistent, fun
and affordable stay.

227

3

Home-like accommodations for guests and their pets traveling
for an extended or quick overnight stay with fully-equipped
kitchens, free daily hot breakfast and complimentary Wi-Fi.

533

4

Extended-stay hotel concept designed to offer flexible
guest suite accommodations and inspired amenities for
the cost-conscious guest and their pets.

560

3

73

7

Upscale, affordable accommodations with unexpected
amenities to give today’s busy travelers a bright and satisfying
hospitality experience that’s simply on another level.
Quality experience, great value and friendly and reliable
service, virtually everywhere you want to be.

High-quality vacation ownership resorts offering
exclusive experiences in desirable destinations.

Hilton is a leading global
hospitality company,
spanning the lodging sector
from luxury and full-service
hotels and resorts to
extended-stay suites and
focused-service hotels. The
company’s portfolio includes
eighteen world-class global
brands and an award-winning
customer loyalty program,
Hilton Honors®.

GLOBAL STATS
1,111,147 ROOMS*

7,061 PROPERTIES*
123 COUNTRIES
& TERRITORIES

3

Micro-hotel with an urban vibe in prime global locations.

NYSE: HLT

Award-winning loyalty
program with nearly 146
MILLION members. Learn
more and join for free
at HiltonHonors.com.

TRAVEL WITH
PURPOSETM

Travel with Purpose is Hilton’s
Environmental, Social, and
Governance (ESG) strategy
to drive responsible travel
and tourism globally.
Through Travel with Purpose,
we have set ambitious
environmental targets
and social impact goals to
drive sustainable business
operations and help create
engines of opportunity in the
communities where we serve.
Learn more at esg.hilton.com.
All data is updated quarterly
and is accurate as
of September 30, 2022.
*Figures include
timeshare properties.
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